Two NEW Books!

“The War Merit Cross” by Gordon Williamson and Josef Charita is set to quickly become the collector’s and enthusiast’s War Merit Cross Bible.

“German Cross in Gold,” Volume 3 by Mark C. Yerger follows up his informative series with Regiment and Division “Nordland.”

Read a preview of each of these two new exciting titles - open up to the inside of this mailer and see some more of our excellent, fact filled and highly detailed titles.

“The War Merit Cross” by Gordon Williamson and Josef Charita is set to quickly become the collector’s and enthusiast’s Bible. This book painstakingly reviews The War Merit Cross from 1939 through the postwar years. Illustrated throughout its 458 total pages, hundreds of color photos show the fronts, backs, pins, hinges, maker’s marks, presentation boxes, and award certificates while clearly laying out the manufacturing details to help identify each medal. In addition to the extensive coverage of each type medal, the book closes with an illustrated biography section that alphabetically runs through a complete list of recipients of the Knight’s Cross of the War Merit Cross, with and without Swords, and details on how and when they earned and were awarded their medals.

“The War Merit Cross” is hard bound and filled with 739 photos, most in color, on 458 pages - $64.95.

“German Cross in Gold” Volume 3 is the next volume in the popular series by Mark Yerger. Mr. Yerger follows up “German Cross in Silver” and “German Cross in Gold,” Volumes 1 and 2 with Volume 3, Regiment and Division “Nordland.” Yerger once again shows us what a marvelous researcher he is. His extensive contacts throughout the world helped him once again author a historical journey which leads us through the combat actions of recipients of the German Cross in Gold in great detail. Featuring 139 photos throughout the 252 pages, this latest volume of “German Cross in Gold” is a must have for collectors and history buffs alike.

“German Cross in Gold” Volume 3 is hard bound and filled with 136 photos on 252 pages - $44.95.
Aiguillettes of the Third Reich
by Wilhelm P.B.R. Sans

Aiguillettes were the most indispensable part on a uniform when on parade, for adjutants or for special duty services. The extensive text explains the many secondary colors in early use, plus an in-depth uniform study of almost every state and Party organization. Included are the evolution of patterns as well as hundreds of detailed color photos of aiguillettes and their parts, plus numerous portraits of the subject in wear. The complexity of this subject is chronicled with detailed information from regulations giving introduction dates and historical development of numerous organizational uniforms.
640 pages • 1,034 photos/illustrations (many in color)
deluxe binding • $79.95

Defending the Reich
by David Littlejohn

In this work the author gives a history of the air war, year by year, and then introduces the reader to the active ground defenses... Flak, radar, searchlights, etc. The picture is completed with his coverage of Germany’s civil defense structure which included the Luftschutz, TeNo, Police and Fire Services, Werkfeuerwehr, Luftschutzpolizei, Fire Services (Youth), etc. All of the above organizations are richly illustrated in color and period photos, and show related uniforms, rank and specialty insignia, daggers, flags, medals, helmets... actually everything these organizations wore and used. Be prepared to see rare and unique uniform items in brilliant color, many never before identified.
680 pages • 1,573 photos/illustrations (many in color)
deluxe binding • $79.95

Torpedo Los! The Fascinating World of U-Boat Collectibles
by Gordon Williamson

This color-filled book covers everything worn and used by U-Boat crews. Detailed chapters included are uniforms, headgear, cap ribbons, rank insignia, trade insignia, the U-Boat badge, gallantry and other awards, personal documentation, equipment, weapons, flags, the Kaiserliche Marine and the Bundesmarine.
416 pages • 1,151 photos (most in color)
large format • deluxe binding • $79.95

Leaders of the SS & German Police, Vol. 1: Ahrens to Gutenberger
by Michael Miller

This first volume provides detailed biographical sketches and photos of 71 senior leaders of the SS and German Police. You will know promotion dates, every position held during their career, decorations received, postwar prosecution, and personal data like family, religion, etc. For the autograph collector examples of signatures are also provided.
498 pages • 288 photos/51 illustrations
deluxe binding • $48.95

Grunt Gear: USMC Combat Infantry Equipment of WWII
by Alec Tulloff

The most definitive book on WWII Marine Corps combat uniforms and equipment has been reprinted! This beautiful edition provides historical documentation of the development and manufacture of Marine Corps specific equipment including contractual information with quantities ordered. Also the latest information on Marine Corps knives and over 2,000 USMC specific rifle and submachine gun serial numbers.
336 pages • 680 photos (most in color) • large format
deluxe binding • $79.95

Uniforms, Organizations & History of the GERMAN POLICE: Volume 1
by John R. Angolia and Hugh Page Taylor

This history of the German police traces back to the mid-15th Century with particular attention given to the Weimar and Third Reich periods. You will now understand the police mind-set, organization and development, plus the evolution of uniforms in Nazi Germany. A day-to-day chronology of the part played by the police in the Third Reich is also given.
704 pages • 720 photos/illustrations • deluxe binding • $62.95

German Cross in Gold: Volume 1
“Das Reich”: Kurt Amlacher to Heinz Lorenz
by Mark C. Yerger

The first two volumes of this series examines the 2.SS Panzer-Division “Das Reich.” Research provides comprehensive information for the holders of this prestigious decoration to include the combat narrative that actually resulted in the award. Also included are all other awards, promotions, and known service history. An appendix includes the most detailed Order of Battle listing of commands compiled to date, as well as new data on the Division’s Roll of Honor Clasp and Close Combat Clasp in Gold holders.
432 pages • 295 photos/illustrations • deluxe binding • $44.95

VOLUME 2: “Das” Reich:
Karl-Heinz Lorenz to Herbert Zimmermann.

This work concludes the known confirmed holders of the German Cross in Gold of “Das Reich” who were awarded their decoration for combat while members of that division.
432 pages • 247 photos/illustrations
deluxe binding • $44.95

For Germany: The Otto Skorzeny Memoirs
edited by Craig W.H. Luther, Ph.D. & Hugh Page Taylor

Otto Skorzeny is one of the best known and colorful figures of the Third Reich. Before he died in 1975 he personally entrusted Bender Publishing with the formidable task of producing the most detailed and up-dated version of his incredible life story. A quarter of a century later, the ultimate story of “Scarface” Skorzeny is finally available. Complete with an exhaustive index, providing biographical details not found in the text.
528 pages • 248 photos • deluxe binding • $48.95

The Call Of Duty: Military Awards & Decorations of the United States of America (NEW EXPANDED EDITION)
by Ltc. John E. Strandberg & Roger James Bender

This monumental work spans over two centuries and illustrates in striking color the evolution of U.S. military decorations from 1782 to the Global War on Terrorism Service Medal in 2003. In this comprehensive reference, not only are the obverse, reverse, and appropriate rim markings illustrated in full color, it also states eligibility for the award and gives historical background.
This new expanded edition has 176 more pages than the first edition. The authors have also been able to expand the coverage of known rim number styles and number ranges for Army, Navy, and Marine Corps campaign medals.
560 pages • 1,293 photos (most in color) • deluxe binding • $69.95

Waffenrock: Parade Uniforms of the German Army
by Ltc. (ret.) Timothy J. Curley & Neil G. Stewart / Foreword by Oberst. a.D. Adolf Schlicht

87 examples of this important uniform are portrayed in beautiful, full-color professional photography... illustrating every branch-of-service Waffenfarbe for enlisted man, NCOs and officers. Details of their insignia, interior markings and tailoring are covered for each uniform. Additionally, there are 300 crisp period photos showing the proper and improper wear of the Waffenrock. This massive “gem” of a publication comes in a beautiful, heavy-duty slipcase.
• 592 pages • large 8-1/2 x 11 format • 1,140 photos, most in stunning color • deluxe binding with slipcase • 7 pounds • $199.95
(See shipping info for special requirements on this title.)

Dressed for Duty, America’s Women in Uniform: Volume 1 (1898-1973)
by Jill Halcomb Smith

This landmark reference presents an overall view of the role of women in the service of our nation’s defense plus an in-depth study of the evolution of their uniforms and insignia (many in color). Fifty organizations are covered in this volume, some of which are: Aerial Nurse Corps of America; Army Nurse Corps; Cadet Nurse Corps; Citizen’s Defense Corps; Motor Corps of America; National Security Women’s Corps; Navy Nurse Corps, etc.
480 pages • 1,089 photos & illustrations • deluxe binding • $54.95

R. J. Bender Publishing

For questions or to place an order, contact us at 408/225-5777 or by email at rbender@bender-publishing.com
Dressed for Duty, America’s Women in Uniform: Volume 2 (1898-1973)
A continuing study of women in our nation’s defense, plus their uniforms and insignia. Some organizations covered include: Relief Wings, Inc., the Salvation Army, USO, “Hello Girls,” United States Coast Guard Women’s Reserve (SPARS), United War Work Campaign, WAVES, Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP), Women War Correspondents, WAAC/WAC, United States Naval Reserve (F), YMCA, YWCA, etc.
544 pages • over 1,300 photos/illustrations (most in color) • deluxe binding • $59.95

Postcards of Hitler’s Germany

VOLUME 1 (1923-1936): Three basic categories of postcards are chronologically covered: official issue, “printed to private order” for special events, and propaganda. These images depict a mini-history of National Socialist Germany from many historical events to the complex latticework of German culture and society. The basic cards are not only pictured, but all known variants are listed or illustrated.
368 pages • 1,200+ photos/illustrations • deluxe binding • $54.95

VOLUME 2 (1937-1939): As with Volume 1, all known variations are listed or illustrated, plus special stamps and cancellations.
360 pages • 1,200+ photos/illustrations • deluxe binding • $54.95

VOLUME 3 (1940-1945): As with the first two volumes, it chronologically covers official issues, “printed to private order” for special events and propaganda cards for the years 1940-1945. For added interest, the colorful cards from annexed and occupied countries are also included.
304 pages • 1,000+ photos (most in color) • deluxe binding • $54.95

RED SHINES THE SUN: A Pictorial History of the Fallschirm-Infanterie
by Eric Queen
This work traces the history of the Army paratroopers of the Fallschirm-Infanterie from their origins in 1937, to the expansion to battalion strength in 1938, then on through operations at Waal Gulowska (Poland), and Moerdijk (Holland). This comprehensive look at their history is supported by 600 Images, many of which are in full color. Also featured are nearly all documents awarded to the Army paratroopers, as well as the most comprehensive study of the Army paratrooper badge.
240 pages • 600 photos, many in color large format, deluxe binding • $99.50

Belt Buckles & Brocades of the Third Reich
by J.R. Angolia
This study is the most inclusive ever done on the subject. Manufacturing styles are explained, detailed obverse and reverse photos of every known buckle and their various multiples are shown, and the complex identification of brocade belts is covered in full color. You will never need another book on belt buckles!
656 pages • over 2,000 photos • deluxe binding • $59.95

Labor Organizations of the Reich
by John Angolia & David Littlejohn
This work details the complexity of the German labor organizations and their eventual absorption by the Nazi Party. Accompanying the history and make-up of these organizations is an in-depth study of their uniforms, insignia, decorations and flags.
560 pages • 1,600 illustrations • deluxe binding • $54.95

German Cross in Silver: Holders of the SS and Police
by Mark Yerger
For the first time, full biographical data and unpublished photo material is available for the SS and Police holders. The award itself is in full color, its recommendation process, and actual award documents are also included.
208 pages • 127 photos & documents • deluxe binding • $34.95

Forman’s Guide to Third Reich German Documents...and Their Values
by Adrian Forman
VOLUME 1: This heavily illustrated second edition not only shows military-related certificates/documents for every award, but also numerous variations and their values. The many variations will show comparisons of official stamps and printing styles, and original or facsimile signatures.
336 pages • nearly 500 photos • deluxe binding • $44.95

VOLUME 2: This second volume of the series continues the coverage of 3rd Reich military documents and all political and civil documents from the Order of the German Eagle through the Female Railway Staff Service Badge. As before, this work illustrates all the documents with numerous variations and their values. A “must” showing comparisons of official stamps and signatures!
336 pages • 444 photos • deluxe binding • 44.95

Russian Helmets: from Kaska to Stalshlyem 1916-2001
by Robert W. Clawson
“Russian Helmets” provides the keys to accurate identification of the various models of Russian and Soviet helmets. In addition it notes numerous rare experimental models and evaluates their contribution to the evolution of subsequent production models. Photos of the various models as well as cutaway drawings and diagrams are included.
128 pages • 161 photos (most in color) • deluxe binding • $34.95

US Silent Service: Dolphins & Combat Insignia 1924-1945
by David A. Jones
This book chronicles the developmental history of US submarine insignia prior to 1945. Each insignia is photographed (obverse and reverse) and magnified in color. All known contractors are covered plus embroidered versions, mess dress variations, the Roll of Honor, submarine combat insignia, battleflags, launch memorabilia and related submarine collectibles.
224 pages • 532 photos/illustrations (most in color) • deluxe binding • $39.95

Hitler’s Military Headquarters
by Aaron L. Johnson
This work photographically covers the various headquarters from which Hitler conducted the German military effort during WWII. It also details all of his movements during the course of the war. Besides numerous unpublished photos and maps, material concerning the composition of Hitler’s headquarters, its guards, plus its higher military and political staffs are included. The headquarters covered are the: Führersonderzug, “Adlerhorst,” “Felsen-, “Wolfshscht,” “Tannenberg,” “Berghof,” “Frühlingssturm,” “Wolfsschanze,” “Wehr-wolf,” “Wiesental” and the Berlin Reichs Chancellery.
240 pages • 391 photos • deluxe binding • $35.95

Painted Steel: Steel Pots, Volume II
by Chris Arnold
This volume features painted and unit marked helmets of WWI and WWII, plus a variety of divisional, regimental and subordinate markings. Special full-color plates detail subordinate unit markings such as the tactical markings used by the U.S. 2nd Division in WWI. In addition, insignia and specialty markings such as USN beach battalion, Army engineers, medics, MP and airborne division tactical markings are examined. A complete chapter is devoted to the history of the U.S. tank and combat vehicle crewman’s helmet from WWI to present. Other chapters provide tips on reproductions and fake representations of U.S. helmets and accessories.
384 pages • 1,053 photos (hundreds in color) • deluxe binding • $57.95

“DEUTSCHLAND ERWACHE” The History of the Nazi Party and “Germany Awake” Standards
by Ulric of England
The author has researched this era for over ten years and offers to you, the historian and collector, his in-depth findings on the early Nazi Party, its national heroes and the evolution of its flags and standards. From the first home-made swastika flag in 1920 to the symbology of the “Deutschland Erwache” standards, all details of design, construction and usage are presented.
512 pages • 753 photos (many in color) • deluxe binding • $54.95

In the Service of the Reich: Diplomatic & Government Officials/German Red Cross
by John R. Angolia
This book unravels the complexities of the uniforms and organization of the German Diplomatic and Government Officials. Various career levels are reflected by their piping, belts, insignia, etc. The second part details the uniforms, insignia, belt buckles, sidearms, awards, plus flags and pennants of the German Red Cross. The specifics are based on the 1935 and 1938 regulations.
368 pages • 750 photos/illus. (many in color) • deluxe binding • $44.95
R. J. Bender Publishing

Fallschirmjäger-Regiment 3, Volume 2
by Klaus J. Peters

Volume 2 of this series continues the in-depth photo study with bi-lingual text (English/German) of Fallschirmjäger-Rgt. 3 during its participation in the bloody Crete campaign, action at the Neva River (Russia), the 1st Battalion in Africa, the second mission in Russia, the jump on Sicily, the battle for Cassino and the final struggles in central and northern Italy. The unit’s Knight’s Cross and German Cross holders are listed and illustrated.

672 pages • over 1,200 photos • deluxe binding • $54.95

Headgear of Hitler’s Germany
by Wilhelm P.B.R. Saris & Jill Halcomb Smith

The complexities of Political Headgear are unraveled with dates of introduction, insignia changes, and a historical background showing headgear evolution from the 1920s to 1945. A feast for the eyes with hundreds of unpublished photographs. Of special significance is a 60 page full-color addendum for ease of recognition.

592 Pages • 1,069 photos • deluxe binding • $54.95
by Wilhelm P.B.R. Saris with Stan Cook, Otto Spronk & Jill Halcomb Smith

Postage/Shipping Costs:
In USA, $4 for the first book, $2.50 each additional.

The War Merit Cross = 43 ounces
Canada - $13.31 • Europe/Asia - $25.51
German Cross in Gold = 36 ounces
Canada - $9.51 • Europe/Asia - $18.85
Both books combined in a Flat Rate Box
Canada - $23.95 • Europe/Asia - $38.95
Flat Rate can take up to 20 pounds, giving the buyer an opportunity to add additional titles at no extra charge for shipping.